
Grivelda’s Fortune Telling (replaces boxout on p.29)

Mother Grivelda offers to tell the fortune of any character who wants it done. Have the player roll a 
d10 and consult the chart below to determine their fortune. Note that these fortunes (mostly) have 
ramifications or benefits that will only come into play in future sessions during Chapter 2 of the 
adventure, so it will be important to make notes on which character was given which fortune.

Most of these fortunes are uniquely character / event / plot based, and won’t make much sense or 
provide a benefit if duplicated, so I strongly suggest ensuring that no two characters be given the same 
fortune. The best way to accomplish this is to adjust your players’ rolls up or down behind the scenes as 
needed in order to keep the fortunes unique to each character.

All of the fortunes are labeled with a session number, and either as an exploration fortune or a combat 
fortune to indicate when the given effect should trigger. In an appropriate scene during exploration, or 
at a point where the effect occurs during the fight, describe the effects - if the players have been paying 
attention, they should see that Grivelda’s fortune might have been eerily accurate. Feel free to really play 
up these moments with a lot of role playing and description, and if the player responds with some great 
role playing and description of their own, I suggest offering them an extra bonus (like a renown point or 
action point) as a reward.

Alternately, feel free to simply choose which fortunes the players receive as you see fit to best play off of 
their characters, or the ideas that you think your table would find to be the most fun. If some characters 
turn down having Grivelda read their fortunes, but later regret that choice after seeing the results of the 
other fortunes in play, Valkan can deliver an urgent message for them with the fortune during a short 
rest. Remember, making it fun (for the players and for you) is the most important thing!

Depending on how your table ‘flows’, you may choose to have the fortune-reading done either before or 
after the Howling Wolves encounter. If the fortune-reading event happens after the fight, treat result 2 as a 
duplicated fortune and adjust the result as needed.



01. Vistani (session 5 exploration)
“The spirits tell me many things, child. They told me you were coming... but they didn’t say why. The 
important thing is that you’re here now, and the spirits tell me that you have the tools at hand to see the 
night through.”

The character gains a sudden flash of inspiration and insight regarding the ritual notes in Nathaire’s 
Journal (see boxout on p.28). Using this newfound insight, the character can use the journal during any 
short rest during this chapter to draw on the power of the Shadowfell to recharge one daily power - either 
theirs or that of another party member.

02. Howling Wolves (session 5 combat)
“The trees in the garden have stood for many years, young one... my grandmother’s grandmother planted 
them when she was just a girl. She put an old protective charm in the ground when she planted them, and 
it’s been there ever since, tangled in their old roots.”

The old charm still helps keep the Vistani home (and the trees) safe from evil. If the Frenzied Werewolf 
uses his Lycanthrope Fury power while on or adjacent to a square containing a tree trunk, a stray branch 
cracks and falls (or some other similar event occurs) causing 3 damage to the werewolf in addition to the 
5 normally incurred by using that power.

03. Vontarin’s House (session 6 exploration)
“I see you holding a life in your hands. It will be up to you to choose between compassion and pragmatism - 
between nurturing the flame, and snuffing it out.”

Nestled in the embers of the kitchen fireplace is a tiny feldrake hatchling (barely 5 inches long). With the 
Fell Court Underboss slain or routed, the hatchling is left alone and vulnerable with nobody to care for it. 
Unless the party adopts the creature, it will surely die.

If the player wishes to save the creature, they can choose either to adopt it, or to leave it with a one of the 
NPCs with whom they have established a good relationship. Some examples:

Grivelda will gladly care for the hatchling at her home, and her traditional Vistani lore will endure that 
she can provide it with the proper care.

Grimbold can be convinced to take the hatchling in and raise it as a kind of guard drake for the town. He 
will never admit it, but he thinks the drake is adorable.

Tilda will volunteer to take it in as a pet for the Old Owl Inn - though the little ‘fireball’ isn’t as traditional 
as a cat, the feldrake will make an excellent rat catcher!

If the player wishes to adopt the hatchling personally, it will become a cute and loyal pet for the 
remainder of the adventure. This should easily provide a ton of role playing hooks, and having a lovable 
(and very warm!) little pet around helps to stave off the gloom and chill of the Shadowfell. During any rest 
where the party has the feldrake with them, each character regains two additional hit points.

If the player wishes to leave the creature to die, or even chooses to slay it outright, they are a terrible, 
terrible person, and you should call them out as the heartless monster they are! Any character who wants 
to kill the hatchling (regardless of what the rest of the party wants to do) is a Heartless Monster, and 
cannot gain or spend action points until they take an extended rest. Be sure to remind them of how mean 
they are at every opportunity, and ask them questions like “How could you do such a thing?” or simply 
end comments addressed to them with things like “You monster.”

04. New Owners (session 6 combat)
“I see betrayal, coin, and fire. Dark tidings, child ...though I cannot see who is touched by these things.”

During the first round of the encounter, one of the Fell Court Ruffians accuses another of cheating in their 
game of cards. The accused and accuser immediately fall upon each other in a flash of knives and fire. 
One of the two ruffians is killed, and the other escapes through the manor house’s side door, removing 
two of the ruffians from the fight.

As the victor flees, he quickly grabs a fistful of coins and sets the table on fire (using his Infernal Wrath). 
The amount of money left on the table is 2d10 gold pieces less than the stated 35 gp, all three of the 
decks of cards are scorched beyond use, and the password “Nimdel” for the gargoyle trap in the basement 
has been burned away entirely.



05. Vontarin’s Cellars (session 7 exploration)
“Trouble clouds your future, child. Beware of smoke, old tomes and gargoyles”

This fortune has no effect; it only exists to provide a clue to beware the Fiery Imp Statue trap, and to 
induce a healthy fear of further traps in the player. Feel free to embellish this as needed in order to keep 
your players’ tension levels high.

06. Fell Designs (session 7 combat)
“Fire and love have more in common that not - both can burn the incautious or unlucky.”

The Fell Court Blackheart normally located in the Vontarin Family Crypt is instead placed adjacent 
to Harrumor in Vontarin’s Workroom. She (or he) is engaged in an argument with Harrumor - they are 
apparently a couple, and are having a (loud) fight about something. The blackheart in the Menagerie does 
not have the Blood Curse power.

Both Harrumor and his lover are so caught up in their arguments that they will not take part in the 
combat encounter for the first round of the fight, and during the fight proper, they will continually bicker 
and snipe at each other about the topic of their argument (and just about anything else, really). When 
either Harrumor or his lover is dropped to zero hp, the other responds with the following effect:

Harrumor flies into a rage and takes a full turn as an immediate reaction. Harrumor takes his actions 
with such a rage and determination that he is immune to any damage or effects from opportunity actions 
directed at him during this free turn, and he will attempt to cause as much damage as possible to the 
character who killed his lover.

The lover (Aryx if male, Stoyla if female) uses their Blood Curse power as an immediate reaction, targeting 
the character that killed Harrumor. The overwhelming rage and sorrow felt by the lover causes the Blood 
Curse to remove two healing surges instead of one. Note that Blood Curse is still an encounter power, and 
this use will expend it.

07. Darkness Returns (session 8 exploration)
“To pursue the shadows that darken the town, or to stand watch over her people... you must make a choice.” 
Grivelda furrows her brow in concentration and tosses a pinch of powder from a dish on the table into the 
flame of a candle, creating a cloud of foul-smelling bluish smoke, then sighs and shakes her head.

“I am sorry child, but the spirits say nothing more... only that the path you choose must be your own”

If the party comes to a decision quickly and decisively between pursuing the shadowy figure and standing 
guard at the armory, their determination and self-assuredness helps to strengthen them against the 
gloom of the Shadowfell. Randomly determine one party member to regain a healing surge.

If the party is indecisive and takes a long time to choose which action they will take, it is a sure sign 
that the gloom of the Shadowfell is bearing down on them and weakening their resolve to act in a heroic 
manner. Randomly determine one party member to lose a healing surge.

08. Rat Pack or Lonely Death (session 8 combat)
“The spirits sing to me, child - a song I’ve never heard before, but I sense that it means something to you...”

Grivelda hums a few bars and you are startled to recognize the song as a lullaby that your mother sang to 
you when you were a child.

All through the combat encounter, the character hears the haunting tune in their head, causing them great 
distraction. For the duration of the encounter, the character must spend a minor action during their turn 
in order to maintain their focus on the fight at hand, or the song in their head causes them to take a -2 
penalty to all attack rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and defenses until the end of their next turn.



09. Vontarin’s Wrath (session 9 exploration)
“Oh no sweetie, no, no, no... I see despair and misfortune hang upon you like a grave-shroud. Those around 
you will come to no good end.”

Grivelda sharply plucks a bead from her pocket and throws it out of the window, makes a strange gesture 
with he left hand (a DC 13 Religion check reveals that this is a traditional Vistani curse-warding ritual), and 
then hurriedly shoos you away.

Regardless of the how the party fares during the Creeping Despair skill challenge, a pair of young, twin 
brothers (Allister and Renard) will volunteer to join the fight. If the party succeeds at the skill challenge, 
use two of the guards represent the brothers during the fight, and if the party fails the challenge, add two 
guards to represent them anyway. Play up the boys as much as possible during the sessions leading up 
to session 9, doing everything in your power to make the entire party love these kids. The brothers are 
seemingly immune to the despair and gloom of the Shadowfell, are always ready with a smile or a joke, 
and are each other’s best friends.

During the encounter, all of the guards will die grisly, horrible deaths (cheat on the monster attacks if 
you have to). Only one of the brothers will die, where the other will suffer a minor injury (like having his 
ear chopped off), but will be distraught at having lost his brother to the undead. In a sharp turn from his 
normally plucky self, the brother is now quiet and distant, and he commits suicide by shuffling over to 
the river and throwing himself in.

10. Vontarin’s Horde (session 9 combat)
Grivelda grabs your left hand and holds it in a surprisingly tight grip, then swiftly pulls a pin from her 
hair and pricks your upturned wrist, drawing blood. Grivelda then waves the pin over a candle flame and 
mutters a short incantation under her breath - all the while still clutching your hand.

“Some years ago, a trinket was stolen from this home by petty, superstitious thief. The wretch has already 
been dealt with...” Grivelda chuckles grimly, “... but the trinket was never recovered. I care not if I ever see 
it again, but it may help protect you from this terrible darkness.”

In the aftermath of the battle at the armory, the character feels the pinprick on their wrist open into 
a fresh would again, and a few drops of blood land on a small Vistani charm, caked in dirt and grime, 
apparently discarded and forgotten at the foot of one of the statues by the aqueduct. The charm can be 
worn with a set of mundane armor, causing it to function as a suit of Fortification Armor +1, without any 
restrictions on the base armor type.


